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ABSTRACT

Attackers always find ways to elude the employed security
mechanisms of a system, no matter how strong they are.
Nevertheless, audit trails - which as a rule of thumb are kept
by any service provider - store all the events pertaining to the
service of interest. Therefore, audit trail data can be a valuable
ally when it comes to the certification of the security level of
a given service. This stands especially true for critical real-
time services such as multimedia ones, which nowadays are on
the rise. This work proposes a practical, simple to implement
yet powerful solution based on the Hellinger Distance metric
for conducting audit trail analysis destined to expose security
incidents. Our solution relies on a set of different features
existing in the app layer protocol for session handling in order
to classify the analyzed traffic as intrusive or not. Taking the
well-known Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) as an example,
we thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
detection scheme in terms of accuracy under various realistic
scenarios. The outcomes reveal competitive detection rates in
terms of false positives and negatives and can be used as a
reference for future works in the field.

Keywords—Session Initiation Protocol, Hellinger Distance, DoS,
Abnormal Traffic

I. INTRODUCTION

Security audits and certifications can improve the depend-
ability of virtually any service as they are able to identify
limitations in the current deployment and suggest appropriate
ameliorations. Most of the existing methodologies devoted to
secure auditing, focus mainly on the level of business proce-
dure. This is for instance the case with risk analysis approaches
such as CRAMM [1] and COBBIT [2], or standardization
business-level procedures, including ISO 27001 [3] and others.
While the aforementioned solutions are sure to be beneficial

with respect to service dependability, they do not capitalize on
data gathered by the underlying services. This mainly refers
to log file data collected by default by the network accounting
mechanisms. This is largely due to the lack of the appropriate
tools for examining the logging data. As a result, it might
be mistakenly concluded that the provided service is secure,
while in practice is indeed vulnerable to various security flaws.
A characteristic example of such a situation is low volume

Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, which undoubtedly remain
hard to detect and repel.

This is imperative especially for real-time multimedia ser-
vices that need to ensure high availability almost under any
condition. That is, in contrast to legacy telecommunication ser-
vices provided by Public Switch Telephone Network (PSTN)
which relies on a closed network architecture, modern multi-
media services are offered over the open Internet architecture.
To do so, various signaling protocols, such as Session Initiation
Protocol [4], H.323 [5], etc., have been proposed to manage
the multimedia session effectively. SIP stands out as it has
been adopted as the standard signaling protocol to manage
multimedia session in Next Generation Networks (NGNs).
However, this SIP blooming along with the open nature of the
Internet and the text-based nature of the protocol have given
rise to security concerns for virtually any service relying on it.
Indeed, in the literature, there is no dearth of works addressing
various security issues pertaining to SIP [6]–[9].

Overall, it would be very beneficial if the existing secu-
rity audit controls and certification methodologies could be
seconded by appropriate tools that are able to automatically
analyze the collected audit trails and determine in a formal
way whether or not the provided service suffers a security
incident, e.g., a flooding attack. To contribute in this direction,
in this work we investigate the feasibility of exploiting the
well-known Hellinger distance (HD) metric [10] to identify
abnormal traffic in SIP-based multimedia services. Specifically,
our solution takes as input the various headers of a SIP
message (belonging to a corresponding set of messages) in an
effort to classify it as intrusive or not. This is done following
a training phase with normal traffic and the calculation of a
threshold that is used afterwards to make decision on each
message contained in an unknown set. Although a couple
of other research works [11], [12] take advantage of the
same metric for detecting resource consumption attacks, our
approach is quite different in both the input it feds to the
formula, and the types of attacks it is able to identify. Based on
detailed evaluations employing diverse realistic scenarios the
proposed solution performs well with respect to other state-of-
the-art detection schemes. The results reveal that false positives
can reach up to 8%, while false negatives are rather negligible.
Note that while SIP is taken as a case study for demonstrating
the applicability of our proposal, we argue that it can be of
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Fig. 1. A typical SIP INVITE request message

benefit to similar protocols (services) as well.
The reminder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-

tion II provides an overview of SIP. Section III briefly de-
scribes the threat model. Section IV details on the proposed
solution, while Section V offers offers an evaluation of the
results. Finally, Section VII draws a conclusion and gives some
pointers to future work.

II. PRELIMINARIES

As the Internet dominates communication nowadays, telcos
and other companies are trying to exploit its advantages to
offer low cost voice multimedia communication services to
their users. Very similar to legacy telecommunication systems
the basis to do so is a signaling protocol in charge of managing
the multimedia session. As already pointed out, nowadays,
SIP seems to attract the major piece of attention. Intrinsically,
SIP is designed to create, modify, and terminate voice and
other more advanced multimedia sessions over the Internet.
SIP is text-based with syntax similar to that of HTTP. SIP
messages can be either a request or an acknowledgment to
a corresponding request, consisting of the appropriate header
fields and optionally a message body, depending on the nature
of the request or response. An example of a typical SIP request
message is given in Figure 1.
Whenever a user wishes to use a SIP service she should

announce its presence by registering their current IP address
to the registration service (registrar) through a SIP REGISTER
message. After that, the user is able to initiate a session
with other registered or interconnected User Agents (UA) by
sending a SIP INVITE message to its local SIP proxy. After
the call has been established, the two endpoints, namely the
caller and callee are able to start the multimedia session with
the help of Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [13]. At any
time, either the caller or the callee may terminate the call by
sending a SIP BYE message toward the other endpoint.

III. THREAT MODEL

As noted in Section I, SIP based services are vulnerable
to different types of attacks such as malformed message,
flooding, SQL injection, or/and signaling ones [6]–[9], [14],
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Fig. 2. Memory usage during an attack

[15]. Perhaps, the main reason behind this is the text-oriented
nature of SIP and its simple syntax, allowing an attacker to
easily manipulate the appropriate SIP headers to, say, trigger
a DoS. For instance, an attacker might modify the first line
of a SIP INVITE message depicted in Figure 1 by injecting
various addresses (existing or not) in order to cause a DoS
either to the provided service or to the end-user.

DoS attacks of high volume are sure to quickly attract
the attention of the security guards. But what happens with
other security incidents that are of low-volume and usually
evade detection? Say, for example, that the aggressor sends
out spoofed SIP requests having unresolved IP addresses, but
does this at a slow pace and following a carefully designed
wake/sleep strategy. Such stealthy incidents may gradually
affect the availability of the provided service, mostly reflected
to reduced bandwidth, which in turn causes users’ dissatis-
faction and reduced market share for the provider. To better
highlight on this issue we executed a single DoS attack to a
standard SIP server with a rate of only 10 INVITE message per
second. Figure 2 shows the percentage of memory allocation
at the server side during the attack. As observed, under normal
operation, the memory consumption induced by the SIP server
process is about 35%. However, as this simple attack unfolds,
causes the corresponding percentage to increase to around
80%.

It is well-known that depending on the legislation of differ-
ent countries, Telcos and service providers in general retain
signaling data for a certain period of time for billing, auditing
and network management and planning purposes. Therefore,
these logs can be proved a valuable source of information
toward identifying whether or not a given provider has been the
target of a DoS. Generally, the analysis of such data could help
one to (a) prove the security level of the provided services and
investigate the related incidents, and (b) highlight the need of
employing additional security protection measures to enhance
service availability, say, due to attacks that managed to bypass
the already deployed countermeasures.
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IV. THE PROPOSED DETECTION SCHEME

A. Hellinger distance

Hellinger Distance is a well-known metric to quantify the
similarity between two probability distributions, namely P
and Q based on equation (1). According to theory, if two
distributions are identical, then the HD value will be equal
to zero, whereas in case where the distributions are dissimilar
the HD value will tend to one (<=1). The distributions are
defined according to equation (2), where pi, qi correspond to
the probability occurrence of each symbol in the examined set.

HD = 1/
√
2×

√

√

√

√

K
∑

i=1

(
√
pi −

√
qi)2 (1)

P = {p1, p2, ..., pk}
Q = {q1, q2, ..., qk}

(2)

B. The detection service

To implement a detection service that relies on HD metric
to identify traffic abnormalities one needs to choose certain
parts of SIP message as the symbols of interest. By observing
Figure 1 one can conclude that the most important parts of a
SIP message are the first 6 lines (headers) corresponding to
symbols S1 to S6. According to the literature, these symbols
reflect the different types of SIP messages that an aggressor
could craft in order to launch a resource consumption attack.
For instance, a malicious entity could select to replay the same
message or fabricate dissimilar SIP messages by modifying
certain segments, including FROM, TO, Call-ID headers or
even the First Line (corresponding to the fourteen different
SIP methods) depending on the case. While a detailed analysis
of SIP flooding attacks is out of the scope of this work the
interested reader could refer to [16], [17].
After the symbols of interest have been selected, the de-

tection service has to be fed with P distribution. That is, a
training phase is required taking as input an attack-free log file.
Note that P distribution can be updated less or more frequently
depending on the provider’s needs. One the other hand, the Q
distribution is calculated on unknown traffic. Note that contrary
to other approaches, P and Q distributions are generated for
all the possible types of SIP methods. This has the advantage
that it allows one not only to detect an attack incident but also
identify its exact type (e.g., an INVITE or BYE flooding).
To sum up, for every possible type of message there exists a
pair of P and Q distributions. Depending on the case at hand,
the audit trail file can be split into several message segments
based on a predefined message window, say, equal to 1000. If
so, P and Q have to be computed on the basis of this message
window.
Specifically, to train the model we calculate the mean

distribution value of every symbol included in the reference
sample traffic. This procedure is given in algorithm 1. The
main role of the training period is to compute the threshold,
which is adjusted to the examined traffic by a parameter d,
using equation (3). In fact, the parameter d coincides to a

standard deviation metric, which is equal to the square root
of the variance computed over a specific message type in the
normal traffic set based on the mean value of HD.

Threshold = MeanHD+ d (3)

An unknown log file containing SIP transactions is exam-
ined for its conformity with the already determined normal
model. That is, similar to the calculation of P , we reckon
symbols distribution for the different requests and responses
that formulate the corresponding Q distributions per message
type. After that, P and Q distributions for the message type
of interest are compared, as detailed in algorithm 2. In case
that the HD value of the examined message is greater than the
predefined threshold, then an alert is raised and the message
is classified as malicious.

Algorithm 1: Obtain Theoretical Messages

Input: Segmented-Attack-Free-File

Output: TheorMessages

Normalization;1

while (SegmentedFile 6= NULL) do2

Line ← ReadLine();3

if Line is equal to FirstLine then4

TypeOfMessage = ExtractTypeOfMessage();5

TypeOfMessageCounter++;6

else7

Occurences← ExtractOccurences(Line);8

switch(TypeOfMessage);9

TheorMessages[TypeOfMessage][NumberOfHeader++]+←10

Occurences;
end11

end12

TheorMessages[TypeOfMessage][NumberOfHeader]/← TypeOfMessageCounter;13

while (TheorMessages[TypeOfMessage][SipHeaders] 6= NULL) do14

Occurences ← ExtractOccurences(SipHeaders);15

Normalization+ ← Occurences;16

end17

THeoreticalMessages[TypeOfMessage][SipHeaders]/Normalization;18

Algorithm 2: Compute Hellinger Distance

Input: TheorMessages, ExMessage

Output: HellingerDistance

DistributionEx;1

NormalizationEx;2

SipHeaders ← ExtractSipHeaders(ExMessage);3

while (SipHeaders 6= NULL) do4

Occurences ← ExtractOccurences(SipHeaders);5

NormalizationEx+ ← Occurences;6

end7

DistributionEx ← Occurences(SipHeaders)/NormalizationEx;8

while (SipHeaders 6= NULL) do9

Sum+ ← (sqrt(DistributionEx[SipHeaders]) −10

sqrt(TheorMessages[Type(ExMessage)][SipHeaders]))2 ;
end11

HellingerDistance ← 0.5 ∗ Sum12

V. EVALUATION

The detection accuracy of the proposed scheme has been
tested under fifteen different scenarios briefly described in
Table I. We simulated distinct patterns for both legitimate and
attack traffic using sipp v.3.21 and sipsak2 tools respectively.

1http://sipp.sourceforge.net/
2http://sipsak.org/

http://sipp.sourceforge.net/
http://sipsak.org/
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TABLE I. DESCRIPTION OF SCENARIOS

Scenario Number Description

SN1 It simulates 30 legitimate users establishing 2 calls/sec.

This is an attack-free scenario.

SN1.1, SN1.2, SN1.3 These sub-scenarios use the background traffic of SN2 and

simulate multiple sources of SIP INVITE flood attack with

rates of 50, 175, 350 calls/sec respectively.

SN2 This attack-free scenario simulates 30 legitimate users

establishing 5 calls/sec.

SN2.1, SN2.2, SN2.3 These sub-scenarios use the background traffic of SN1 and

simulate a single source SIP INVITE flood attack with a

rate of 20, 40, 80 calls/sec respectively.

SN3 This last attack-free scenario incorporates 50 legitimate

users establishing 20 calls/sec.

SN3.1 It relies on background traffic of SN3 and simulates 16

single source SIP INVITE floods each one with 266

calls/sec.

SN4 This attack-free scenario incorporates 50 legitimate users

establishing 120 calls/sec.

SN4.1 It relies on the background traffic of SN4 and simulates

24 single source SIP INVITE floods each one with 800

calls/sec.

SN5 It simulates 50 legitimate users establishing 120 calls/sec.

This scenario contains no attack traffic.

SN5.1, SN5.2 These sub-scenarios employ the background traffic of SN5

and simulate a single source SIP INVITE flood attack of

400, 1200 calls/sec respectively.

Also, for the needs of the experiments, and in order to repro-
duce realistic call rate conditions, we employed an exponential
inter-arrival time distribution (λ = 100) for legitimate traffic
similar to that used in evaluating SIP server performance [18].

Legacy IDS error assessment metrics, namely False Positive
(FP) and False Negative (FN) [19], have been employed to
measure the effectiveness of the detection engine. The first one
pertains to messages classified as abnormal but they belong to
the legitimate traffic, while the latter involves messages clas-
sified as normal but they belong to abnormal traffic. Table II
summarizes the FP and FN results for all the scenarios. As
observed, the FP fluctuates between 0.2% and 7.6%, whereas
FN reaches a maximum value of 0.002%.

To exemplify the results obtained above, Figures 3 to 6
depict a fragment of HD distribution for scenarios SN1, SN1.1,
SN2, SN2.3, SN3, SN3.1, and SN4, SN4.1 accordingly. Note
that for easy reference and comparison the figures also include
HD distribution for the corresponding attack-free traffic scenar-
ios (i.e., SN-1, SN2, SN3, SN4). This is to better conceptualize
the fluctuations (increment in our case) exhibited in HD line
between normal and intrusive traffic. Taking Figure 3 and
SN1.1 as an example, one can easily observe that HD values
remain as low as ≈ 0.01, while for SN1.1 the HD fluctuates
between ≈ 0.04 and ≈ 0.25. A similar situation is depicted in
Figures 5 and 6. Specifically, HD line for SN3.1 and SN4.1
abruptly reaches ≈ 0.25 when the attack is initiated. Note
that in all the attack scenarios, normal and attack traffic take

TABLE II. SUMMARY OF EVALUATION METRICS

SN
Traffic (Calls) FP FN Stats (HD)

Rec. Attack Inst % Inst % Mean St. Dev.

SN1 1426 - - - - - 0.002 0

SN1.1 12000 5574 120 1 0 0 - -

SN1.2 13000 7238 87 0.6 0 0 - -

SN1.3 24530 19622 120 0.4 0 0 - -

SN2 3598 - - - - - 0.041 0.061

SN2.1 11000 6516 566 5.1 2 0 - -

SN2.2 14000 9327 592 4.2 0 0 - -

SN2.3 15409 10802 1179 7.6 1 0 - -

SN3 12435 - - - - - 0.161 0.155

SN3.1 667047 563705 5864 0.8 959 0.001 - -

SN4 2505 - - - - - 0.025 0.028

SN4.1 178438 168073 8808 4.9 0 0 - -

SN5 2004 - - - 0 0 0.018 0.021

SN5.1 261999 195050 1468 0.5 752 0.002 - -

SN5.2 667769 601798 1463 0.2 788 0.001 - -

turns. Naturally, this sudden increase in HD value is due to
the attack traffic contained in scenario SN1.1, which in turn
is translated into excessive symbol repetition, thus exceeding
the predefined threshold. Nevertheless, if the attacker manages
to generate traffic that has congruent characteristics to that
of normal traffic she may be able to evade detection. On the
opposite, however, the impact of the attack is anticipated to
be much smaller in terms of probability of occurrence. Also,
taking an INVITE method as an example, the aggressor is not
able to randomly generate headers of the following format:
INVITE sip:x@y:port, where x the username and y the host
(domain or IP). This is because the IP used must correspond
to an existent address of the internal network. Otherwise,
due to packet filtering rules, the packet will be most likely
dropped at the perimeter. If the attacker uses only legitimate
IPs to perform the flooding attack, then due to the limited sip
URI space, she is not in position to sent too many identical
messages.
Generally, the occasional resemblance in terms of proba-

bility of occurrence between normal and attack messages is
the most prevalent cause of FP alarms. More specifically, FPs
are mainly the result of arbitrary device retransmissions or
repetitive patterns in user’s (call) behavior (e.g., a user calls
another one very often). On the other hand, attack messages
that appear seldom during the attack incident may generate an
FN.
As discussed in the previous section, the threshold for all the

scenarios - represented as a flat line in each of the figures - is
calculated as the sum of the last two columns of Table II for all
normal traffic scenarios. So, depending on the uniformity of the
messages included in each scenario with their mean value, the
threshold is expected to set a boundary above which a message
is categorized as suspicious. For example, for scenario SN1
the threshold is nearly zero while for SN3 is 0.316. Lastly,
the scarce upward peaks observed in the normal traffic (blue)
line belong to messages that differ considerably from all the
others contained in the normal traffic set. That is, their headers
appear very frequently causing HD to suddenly spring up.
As already pointed out, this may happen due to, say, device
retransmissions. On the other hand, the downward pointing
peaks observed in the HD line belong to normal messages
that are interposed between the attack ones.
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VI. RELATED WORK

This section provides a brief overview of similar to ours
solutions that rely on HD metric to detect abnormal of
suspicious network traffic. Other works on VoIP security in
general are considered out of scope and have been intentionally
neglected. The authors in [11] contributed a proposal that relies
on HD metric to classify the incoming traffic. Specifically, they
built a real-time monitor to detect deviations between specific
app layer traffic attributes, namely requests and responses.
So, if the number of requests exceeds by far the number
of responses (or the opposite) an attack alert is raised.The
performance of the proposed framework using different call
generation rates was evaluated. According to their results
based on four different scenarios, the detection accuracy ranges
between 80% and 100%. Similarly, the work in [12] builds
a solution that combines HD metric with the sketch data
structure [20]. The authors examine the differences among
distributions originating from specific requests and responses,
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that is INVITE, 2OO OK. They report a false alarm percentage
that fluctuates between zero to nearly 8% or more for DDoS
detection depending on the configuration. As already discussed
in the previous sections, our approach differs from the above
mentioned proposals in that not only allows for the detection of
an attack incident with high certainty, but also makes possible
the identification of its exact type.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Without doubt, audit trails are rich of valuable information
that can be exploited to certify and improve the security of
virtually any app layer service. The paper at hand introduces a
framework destined to the detection of resource consumption
attacks in SIP VoIP services. While our solution relies on the
Hellinger distance metric, it combines different symbols that
usually exist in a multimedia service audit trail to tell if a
service suffers a resource consumption attack. The outcomes
reveal that our approach can be used effectively to assist
security auditing certification, making the basic assumption
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that an attack free audit trail exists. In the case of SIP, the
construction of such a log file can be decisively seconded
by the billing service, because these logs are supposed to be
accurate and valid [21]. All the results reported in the context
of this work correspond to off-line testing. Our intention is
to expand the solution to work in real-time by inspecting each
incoming message on the fly. This requires the development of
a software module destined to SIP proxies. The applicability
of the results of this work to similar services and protocols are
also of great interest.
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